Microarray technology is extensively being used in experimental molecular biology field. Microarray experiments generate quantitative expression measurements for thousands of genes simultaneously, which is useful for the phenotype classification of many diseases. One of the two major problems in microarray data classification is that the number of genes exceeds the number of tissue samples. The other problem is that current methods generate classifiers that are accurate but difficult to interpret.
Repeat for each rule R in PairRule 4.
If R is Normal Rule Then insert R into NormalPairRules.
5.
Else insert R into TumorPairRules. End 6.
NormalRules←Join(NormalPairRules,k/2,Normal). 7.
TumorRules←Join(TumorPairRules,k/2,Tumor). 8.
Return the result of 6 and 7. k-Rule List ← Initialize an Empty Array.
2.
Repeat for k times 3.
Select the best (High Score) Pair Rule.
4.
Insert the Rule into k-Rule List.
5.
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